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ABSTRACT 
We present detailed far-IR observations and complimentary 
submillimeter, 5 GHz continuum and CIBO observations of a sample 
of 8 far-IR selected luminous regions of star formation. The 
observations show that the sources of luminosity coincide with 
density peaks in the molecular clouds and that the exciting stars 
lie deep within these condensations. The far-IR sourc~s have 
diversely shaped 40j.Lm-180j.Lm spectra even though their 60/-Lm-
100j.Lm color temperatures are similar. The radio and far-IR 
results together show that the exciting stars are in clusters con-
taining either zero-age main sequence and pre-main sequence 
stars or consisting entirely of pre-main sequence objects. ClllO 
and submillimeter observations imply gas densities -105 - high 
enough to make T dust .... T gas' ' 
Subject headings: interstellar: molecules - stars: formation -
stars: pre-main-sequence 
To Appear in The Astrophysical Journal, June, 1984. 
I. Introduction 
The current sample of well-studied luminous galactic far-IR sources, espe-
cially those selected from radio continuum {e.g. Thronson and Harper 1979} or 
12CO J = 1-0 line mapping (e.g. Evans el al. 1982), may not providt! an unbiased 
picture of the nature of luminous far-fR sources in general.. Radio continuum 
surveys require the presence of nearby hot stars. generally of type 09 or ear-
lier. Surveys in optically thick molecular lines like 12CO require that the 
embedded sources either be very luminolls or lie close to the front edges of 
molecular clouds. In addition. published studies either survey many sources 
using one technique or study individual sources in more detail. The aim of this 
investigation is to address both of these problems by making detailed infrared. 
submillimeler. radio continuum. and CO observations of a far-IR selected source 
sample. 
We chose eight sources from the far-lR survey of Jaffe, Stier. and Fazio 
(1982. hereafter 'JSF') for detailed stUdy. Five of these, (12.4 + 0.5, 12.8 + 0.3, 
12.9 + 0.5, 12.9 + 0.3 (W33A). and 14.3 - 0.6) were the brightest (Sv (70j.Lm) 
~1700 Jy ). and most compact (~~1·). 70/-Lm sources from that survey with little 
or no (~100 mJy) associated radio continuum emission. We also investigated 
12.7-0.2 (W33B) which we (correctly) suspected would be compact when 
observed with a small beam, even though the totalS GEz radio continuum 
within 30" of this source is 0.6 Jy (Wynn-Williams, Beichman, and Downe's 1981). 
The two remaining sources (12.4-1.1 and 14.4-0.7) have similar far-IR charac-
teristics to the first five but lie near extended (2' - 3' diameter) HII regions. 
We wished to determine whether far-IR selected objects with low radio con-
tinuum fluxes differed from objects selected in other ways and whether these 
sources had far-IR spectral or structural characteristics that would be useful 
as predictors of their other properties. In addition, we wished to undersland 
the nature of the stars or protostars that provi.de the luminosity. We also hope 
to resolve two questions aboul compact far-IR objects near radio continuum 
sources: Where is the far-IR emission that should be associated with the Ell 
region? Do the compact far- IR sources near HII regions differ from the other 
compact sources? 
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We discuss the observing techniques in section II, the characteristics of the 
individual sources in section III and the properties of the sources as determined 
by the different types of observations in section IV. In section V, we give a syn-
thesis and summary of the results. 
II. Observations 
A) Far-IR Observations . 
We observed the 8 sources from the JSF survey listed in Table 1 in the far-
infrared with the 0.91 m telescope of lhe Kuiper Airborne Observalory in 1981 
May and 1982 May. In 1981. we used the pumped 4He cooled Yerkes Observatory 
G-2 photometer and in 1982 we used the G-2 system and the Yerkes 3He cooled 
H-1 system (Harper et al. 1983). Table 2 lists the half-power wavelength and the 
effeclive wavelength for each of the filter/aperture combinalions. We calcu-
lated the effective wavelengths assuming a source spectrum like that of FIR 12.4 
+ 0.5 (Figure 1). The G-2 system has an array of 7 Winston light collectors 
(Harper et al. 1976) followed by bolometers in integrating cavities. The collec-
tors lie in a close-packed hexagonal pattern with 55" between beam centers on 
the sky. The system has two aperlure sizes: 49" and 33". The H-1 system per-
mits sensitive observations through well-defined bandpasses at wavelengths 
from lOOp,m to 200p,m (see Table 2). With this system. we used apertures with 
sizes of 31", 51" and 87". In 1981 the separation of signal and reference beams 
was 7.5' to 9' and the frequency was 30 Hz. In 1982 the separation was 4.5' to 
5.5' and the frequency was 27 Hz. We pointed the telescope by keeping d guide 
star (~5' away) centered in a computer-controlled focal plane offset guider. We 
knew the positions of the offset stars to ± 1" and estimated guiding errors of 
"'1-5" and offsetting errors of about the same order. Overall. we determined the 
far-IR positions to ± 10". 
We calibrated the far-IR intensities using the iterative reduction scheme 
described in the Appendix. An onboard zenith water vapor radiometer (Kuhn et 
al. 1976) provided estimates of the line of slght H20 during the observations. We 
estimate that the overall error in the flux density scale is ±25%. The relative 
source-lo-source and color error:s are considerably smaller. 
For all sources except FIR 14.4 - 0.7, we determined the positions and sizes 
by making cross scans at 60p,m and 100p,m with 33" and 31" beams and at 
180p,m with a 51" beam. The cross scans were in elevat.ion and cross-elevat.ion 
(within .... 15 0 of north-south, east-west respectively) and covered 63" on either 
side of the source center in 15.7" steps (lmm at the focal plane). We derived 
the source sizes by assuming Gaussian shapes for the sources and the beams. 
The uncertainties in the source sizes are "'t 10% of the beam sizes (1 a) for 
sources the same size as the beam. We mapped FIR 12.8 + 0.3 at 100p,m with a 
31" beam (Figure 2) by making repeated line scans sampling every 15.7" along 
lines spaced by 15" in elevation. We mapped FIR 14.4 - 0.7 at 120p,m with the G-
2 system using 49" apert.ures and a low pass filter with a cut-on wavelength of 
85p,m (Figure 3) and 12.4 - 1.1 at 100p,m with the G-2 photometer using the 
filter described in Table 2. We also made a partial map of and 14.4 - 0.7 with the 
H-l system at. 185p,m with a 87" beam. 
Table 1 gives the 60/-Lm positions and the 60p,m, 100p,m. and 180p,rn sizes of 
the far-IR sources as well as the positions of associated H2 0 maser emission 
centers (Jaffe, Guesten. and Downes 1981). Table 3 lists the linear size, far-IR 
luminosity. dust temperatures, and optical depths. Figure 1 shows far-IR 
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spectra of the 8 sources and Figure 4 shows representative cross scans of some 
of the sources. 
B) Submillimeter Observations 
We made submillimeter continuum (sub-mm) o·bservations of some of the 
far-IR sources in 1981 June and November and 1983 March with the University 
of Chicago sub-mm photometer (Whitcomb. Hildebrand. and Keene 1980) on the 
3m NASA Infrared Telescope (IRTF) on Mauna Kea. Hawaii. The beam diameter 
was 48". (full width at half maximum) in 1981 and 35" in 1983. The chopping 
secondary mirror gave a beam separation of 300". A low frequency pass filler 
(Whitcomb and Keene 1980) and diffraction by the field optics and telescope 
fixed the limits of the instrumental spectral passband at 300j.Lm and 800j.Lm. 
The flux-weighted mean wavelength. taking into account atmospheric transmis-
sion and the source spectra. was ",400j.Lm. We determined the fluxes of the 
sources relative to W33A. the flux of which we had determined relative to 
Jupiter and Saturn (Hildebrand et al. 1983). We made additional sub-mm obser-
vations in 1983 April with the 3.6 m Canada-France-Hawaii telescope and the 
same photometer. For these observations. the beam size was 40" and the 
chopper throw was 130". Table 4 gives the observed and derived parameters 
from the submillimeter observations. 
C) VIA Observations 
We observed five of the sources in the present study and three additional 
far-IR sources from the JSF survey (see Table 5) in the 6 cm radio continuum 
with the VLAe in 1981 ,January. 
e The VLA and 36 ft. telescopes are facilities of the National Radio Astronomy 
which is operated by Associated Universities. Inc. under contract with the 
National Science Foundation. 
The array was in its largest ("A") configuration. with 24 functioning antennas 
and a maximum baseline of 35 km. At the observing wavelength. the naturally-
weighted synthesized beam was "'0.55" by 0.85" (RA. x Decl.). We observed each 
source for a total of 45 minutes in five minute segments over a period of nine 
hours. Fluxes were calibrated relative to 3C286 and bootstrapped Lo a phase 
and position source near the program sources. The secondary calibrator was 
observed for 5 minutes out -of every 25. We have conservatively estimated the 
maximum flux density of an undetected point source at field center Do to equal 
twice the peak noise in the inner 120" diameter field. The corresponding limit 
for a source of arbitrary diameter ". if the map is smoothed to a resolution 
equal to " and distance from the field center D (in arc seconds). is then 
D",D (,,;_0 )e1n2 -(DIt50)2 
o Vbeom (1) 
The fields containing the far-IR sources were far (>10') from strong (>150 mJy). 
cnmpact «2') radio continuum sources. This isolation makes the upper limits 
derived from Table 5 and equation (1) reliable values for those fields. 
Table 5 gives a summary of 70" resolution 2.B em radio continuum observa-
tions of the eight far-IR sources (JSF). and the position of the VLA field center 
and the value of Do for each field. Table 6 lists the observed and derived param-
eters of the 6 cm continuum sources detected with the VLA. Figure 5 is a map 
of the 6 cm emission from the center of the 12.4 + 0.5 field. 
D) CO Observations 
We observed the J = 1-0 transitions of CO. 13CO and CillO toward six of the 
far-IR sources in 1981 April and 1982 March with the NRAO 36 ft. telescope 6 . We 
observed each line separately with a dual-channel cooled receiver followed by 
two 128 channel banks of 100 kHz filters (resolution "'O.27km S-I). The spectra 
consist of position-switched observations of the sources and reference posi-
tions away from the galactic plane which we had determined to have no 
significant amount of CO emission in the velocity range of interest. We used the 
chopper wheel method of Ulich and Haas (1976) to calibrate the data with 
M17SW as a reference source. Table 7 gives the observed parameters of t.he 
12C180 J = 1-0 line toward t.he six sources and derived column densities and 
masses. Figures 6a and 6b show CO spectra toward FIR 12.9 + 0.5 and a position 
near W33A. respectively. 
In. Remarks on Individual Sources 
12.4+0.5 
Wright. et al. (1979) first detected 70J1,m emission from a ..... 30" diameter source 
at this position. Beichman (1979) found a 10-20p,m source within the error box 
of t.he 70p,m source and Jaffe. Guesten. and Downes (1981) det.ected H20 maser 
emi.ssion from t.he same region. The present observations show that the source 
diameter is 24" ( ..... 8 x 10 17 em) at. 100J1,m and that the far-IR dust temperature is 
38 K. assuming a A -I dust emissivity law. Coincident with the far-IR and near-IR 
sources are two 6 em continuum sources (one optically thin and one 
unresolved) which lie ..... 5" apart (Figure 5). These sources account for at least 
half of the 2.8 cm continuum emission observed in a 70" beam by JSF. The Cl80 
integrated line strength distribution peaks sharply in the direction of the 
source and has a deconvolved full width to half maximum (FWHM) equal to 110". 
12.B+0.3 
This is the only far-lR source with a far-IR peak position significantly different 
(53" ± 11") from the position of an associated H20 maser (see Figure 2). While 
the total far-IR lurninosity is 1.3 x 104 ~ the luminosity in a 30" beam centered 
on the maser position is only 1-1.5 x 10 10. 
12.7-0.2 .lliCl~m) 
This source has a Gaussian FWHM of ..... 40" at 100J1,rn. The large size derived by 
JSF (1.5' x. 3.5') with a beam with 4 times the solid angle of our 100J1,m beam 
probably refers to the extended emission associated either with this source or 
with Lhe foreground W33 complex. The CIBO results establish that the bulk of 
the molecular material toward W33B lies at 55 km s-1 and not at the 36 km s-I 
velocity which dominates the rest of the W33 complex. The 55 km S-1 ClBO 
integrated line strength clearly peaks at the far-IR source position. These 
results confirm the earlier NH3 work of Ho. Martin. and Barrett (1981) demon-
strating t.hat W33B lies behind the W33 complex. Downes et al. (19B4) have 
detected faint (5 Jy) 20J1,m continuum emission toward the H20 maser which lies 
close to the center of the far-IR emission. 
12.9-0.3 (W33A) 
This far-IR source has no detectable radio continuum flux «5 mJy. Wynn-
Williams. Beichman, and Downes 1981) even though its luminosity is 9 x 104 1-'0' 
A single main sequence star with this luminosity surrounded by an optically 
thin HII region would produce a radio continuum flux density of 1.7 Jy at the 
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distance of W33A. The far-IR emission region contains a near infrared source 
with a high 3.5JJ-m - 12JJ-m blackbody color temperature (470 K). a low 20JJ-m -
33JJ-m temperature (53 K). and a deep 9.7JJ-m silicate feature. The near-lR 
results imply that a large amount of cooler dust overlies the hot central source. 
The far-IR and sub-mm results support such a conclusion. since the HOJJ-m 
source size is "'15". whereas the source size at 180JJ-m and 400j.Lm is "'45". The 
CO observations also suggest a hot core surrounded by dense cooler material. 
The 12CO line gives no indication of the presence of the far-IR source (Jaffe 
1980; Goldsmith and Mao 1983). At one point in the 5 point CIBO map of W33A 
(7"W, 54" N of the far-IR position). there is a clear depression at the center of 
the 13CO J = 1-0 emission profile (Figure 6b). The CIBO profile peaks at the velo-
city of this depression. 
14.4-0.7 
Jaffe (1980) detected only four 10j.Lm sources at flux densities ;;;..:9 Jy in his 
search for near-IR counterparts to the 42 JSF far-IR sources. Of these. only the 
source associated with 14.4 - 0.7 was previously unknown. The far-IR source is 
also the lowest luminosity source in the JSF survey with a near-IR counterpart 
at Sv (10j.Lm) ;;;..: 9 Jy. The far-IR source lies at the edge of an extended (3.2' 
FWHM. Stier et al. 1982) HII region (Figure 3). The VLA upper limit of 0.8 mJy for 
compact 6 cm continuum sources at the position of the far-IR and near-IR 
peaks implies a Lyman continuum photon flux <; 6 X 1044 S-l from embedded 
stars surrounded by optically thin compact HI1 regions. This upper limit and 
the observed far-IR luminosity are consistent with excitation by a cluster of 3 
zero-age-main sequence (ZAMS) B2 stars (Panagia 1973). If a single star in its 
center excites the extended HII region. this star can dccount for 3 x 103 1.0 
(",25%) of the luminosity inside the 30% contour of the far-lR source. If a clus-
t.er of ZAMS stars excites the HII region, heating by these stars could account 
for an even Larger fraction of the luminosity of the far-lR source. The near-IR 
source would then account for the remaining 6000-BOOO La. The measurements 
toward the far-IR peak with the G-2 photometer show that the dust t.emperature 
decreases bot.h away from the near-IR source and away from the center of the 
HII region. indicat.ing t.hat heating from both plays a role in the far-IR p-mission. 
N. Discussion 
a) Far-IR Properties 
i) General Remarks 
All of the sources we observed as part. of the present study were resolved 
either at 60j.Lm and/or 100j.Lm with a 30" beam or at 180JJ-m wit.h a 50" beam. 
Figure 4 shows representative scans t.hrough some of the sources and through 
Mars at all three wavelengths superposed on the idealized (Gaussian) beam 
profile. Most sources show no significant trend toward larger sizes at longer 
wavelengt.hs. The most. not.able exceptions are W33A and W33B which may be 
embedded in or (in t.he case of W33B) lie behind cooler ext.ended emission from 
the W33 complex (Stier 1979). which would make the apparent source sizes 
larger at longer wavelengths. At the available resolution. all of the sources have 
single intensit.y peaks. indicating that a single exciting source or a clust.er of 
excit.ing sources smaller than the beam provides the energy for the far-IR emis-
sion. The 40-1BOj.Lm spectra (Figure 1) are very poorly fit by single blackbody 
or dilute blackbody models. There is also considerable variation in spect.ral 
shape from source to source which the 60j.Lm-l00j.LrIl color temperatures in 
Table 3 do not reflect. 
ii) Source Geometry 
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Cloud models for sources similar Lo the cores studied here with uniform or 
monotonically decreasing densities result in large changes in apparent source 
size from 60J.Lm t.o 180j.Lm (e.g., Scoville and Kwan 1976). The absence of such 
changes implies eit.her a grain population with large variat.ions in emissivit.y 
over this wavelength range or a highly non-uniform geometry. Two possible 
geomet.ries are dust shells that are optically t.hick at t.he wavelength of t.he 
heat.ing radiation and sources consisting of clumps that are optically thick at 
the wavelength of the heating radiation. 
Whatever the geometry, the constant source size from 60J,Lm to 400J.Lm and 
the absence of any significant shifts in source position with wavelength over 
Lhis range indicat.e t.hat the heat.ing sources coincide wit.h peaks in t.he density 
distribution in all of the sources we observed. In all cases, the 180J.Lm flux 63" 
from the source center is 0 - 25% of the peak value. Given the measured source 
sizes (Table 1) and Lhe 51" beam size, this measurement implies volume densi-
ties at least an order of magnitude higher in the cores of t.he sources t.han in 
the surrounding cloud. 
iii) Diffuse Far-IR Emission from lIlI Regions 
In our study of t.he far-lR source 14.43 - 0.69 (section III), which lies next. to 
t.he radio continuum source 14.45 - 0.66, we resolved one puzzle from the JSF 
survey; the non-detection of far-IR emission from 33 weak extended radio con-
tinuum sources from the catalog of Altenhoffet al. {1978}. The 21 far-lR sources 
trl the survey sample that had 10.7 GHz counterparts with measured sizes had a 
mean rallo of radio continuum t.o far-IR diamet.er of 1.8 ± 1.2. JSF suggest.ed 
t.hat. the radio excesses and larger radio sizes were due t.o t.he low far-IR surface 
bnghtness of the radio continuum sources. The radio continuum source 14.45 -
0.66 was not. det.ected at 70J.LIll by JSF. It has a 10.7 GHz size larger the1Tl the 
far-IR size of 14.43 - 0.69 (3' vs. 1'). Its 10.7 GHz flux is 1200 mJy. In order to 
test the suggestion of JSF, we made a partial map of the radio source at 18511m 
with an 87" beam. We detect.ed emission at all the positions we examined (prin-
cipally a north-south strip l' west of t.he radio continuum peak (see t.he radio 
and 120J.Lm maps· in Figure 3). Therefore, the source extent may be so large 
t.hat we did not. chop completely off of the source, even with a 9' East.-West. 
chopper throw. The uniform brightness along our scan out to t5' indicates 
eit.her t.hat t.he far-IR source associat.ed wit.h radio cont.inuum souree is consid-
erably larger than t.he radio source or that t.he far-IR emission comes primarily 
from a shell around this source. We have also measured the 100J,Lm flux from a 
posit.ion l' west and l' nort.h of the radio peak. The 100J.Lm/185J.Lm flux ratio at. 
this point implies a blackbody color temperature of 48 K for the diffuse emis-
sion. If we add up the 185J.Lm flux from t.he 8 points we observed and assume a 
48 K dust t.emperat.ure, we derive a luminosity of 5.5 x 104 La. The total source 
luminosity will be ",2 times larger if the far-IR emission extends out to the 10% 
cont.our of the radio map. From the 10.7 GHz flux we derive a value for the 
number of Lyman continuum photons absorbed by the gas of 6 x 1047 , which 
implies a luminosity of 4 x 10410 if a single ZAMS 0.9 star provides these pho-
t.ons (Panagia, 1973) and 8 X 10410 if a cluster of three identical ZAMS stars 
supplies the photons. 
The measured 185J,Lm surface brightness and 100J.Lm/185J.Lm temperat.ure 
of t.he diffuse emission implies t.hRt t.he emission would have been present at ",4 
times t.he rms noise in the JSF survey. The observed extent. of the emission 
would have brought. the source below the 3a limit of the JSF observations, since 
the chopper throw used in the earlier observations was only 5' and the source 
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selection criteria favored weak point sources over weak extended sources (Stier 
et al. 1982). The 185J.Lm observations confirm that thermal radio sources like 
14.45 - 0.66 emit energy in the far-IR consistent with the luminosities inferred 
from the radio continuum measurements and that the far-lR sources have sizes 
comparable t.o or larger t.han the radio sources. 
b} Near-IR Properties 
Table 8 gives the paramet.ers of detected near-IR sources in t.he B far-lR 
fields and 10J.Lm upper limits and sizes of the areas scanned for undetected 
sources (from Jaffe 1980. and other refs.). Only 2 of the 8 far-IR sources (W33A 
and 14.4 - 0.7) have 10J.Lm flux densities greater than or equal to 9 Jy. The 
remaining 6 have no 10J.Lm counterparts in 2' boxes centered on the positions 
listed in Table 7. In the complete 10J.Lm survey of the 12 far-lR sources in the 
J~F sample. at the same flux limit. Jaffe (1980) detected 10J.Lm sources toward 
only two additional far-IR sources: W33 and M17. Beichman (1979) detected a 
counterpart to 12.4 + 0.5 and Downes et ai. (1984) detected a counterpart Lo 
W33B at 20J.Lm. The 10J.Lm fluxes for both of these sources lie below the limit of 
the Jaffe (1980) survey. W33A was also detected in the near-IR prior to that sur-
vey (Dyck and Simon 1977). 
The results of Downes et al. (1984) provide a plausible prediction of the 
near-IR properties of the far-IR selected sources. They searched to low levels 
at 20J.Lm (1-2 Jy) for continuum emission from H20 maser centers in luminous 
star formation regions and detected sources in 17 of 21 regions. The detected 
sources have cool 20J.Lm-30J.Lm colors and. where detected at shorter 
wavelengths, have hot 3.5J.Lm - 12.5J.Lm colors and deep silicate features. Since 
~50~{ of the sources in the JSF survey and 7 of B of the sources in the present 
subsample have associated H20 maser emission, we would expect many near-IR 
counterparts to be of this type (i.e., similar spectral shape to W33A, but fainter 
at A~ 12.5J.Lm). The 10J.Lm fluxes from these sources will be 10 - 100 times lower 
than the survey limit of Jaffe (1980). 
C} Radio Continuum Emission 
The 42 far-IR sources in the JSF survey have luminosities equal to those of 
single ZAMS late 0 to early B stars. Such stars would emit sufficient numbers of 
Lyman continuum photons to produce HII regions with observable radio contin-
uum emission around all of the far-IR sources. A substantial fraction (",25%) of 
the JSF sources have little or no detectable 10.7 GHz continuum emission at lev-
els a factor of 3 to 20 below those predicted for single ZAMS stars. Another 10-
15% of the sources have no compact radio counterparts but exhibit. weak 10.7 
GHz emission over an area much more extended than the far-IR emission. JSF 
proposed that the first class of sources were probably clusters of ZAMS stars 
which would have thc same luminosity as the single star but far lower Lyman 
continuum fluxes. The high densities in the cloud cores and the coincidence of 
the hottest dust and the H20 maser emission sites with density peaks. however, 
suggest the presence of younger, luminous pre- main sequence objects instead 
of or in addition to the ZAMS stars. JSF also argued that the extended radio 
sources were line-of-sight coincidences of compact far-IR sources with older HII 
regions. 
We have examined 5 of the 8 sourees in t.he current far-IR subsample and 
three additional sources in the 5 GHz continuum with the VLA. Wynn-Williams, 
Beichman, and Downes (1981) also studied W33A and W33B at 5 GHz with the 
VLA. Toward each of two far-IR sources. 12.4 + 0.5 and 14.3 - 0.6 {Table 6}, we 
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detected two 5 GHz sources. With the exception of 12.4 + 0.5 A. which we did 
not resolve, the sources are extended with respect to the beam and optically 
thin. In both cases, they were spatially well-separated ("'5 source diameters). 
The two sources in 12.4 + 0.5 can account for 45 + IB% of the observed single 
dish flux at 10 GHz with a 70" beam if the sources are both optically thin or 65 
± 35% if 12.4 + 0.5A is optically thick. We have only an upper limit to the single 
dish flux toward 14.3 - O.R. We did not detect continuum emission from any of 
the other sources to the levels given in Table 5. 
The suggestion of JSF that clusters of B stars could account for lhe far-IR 
luminosity and radio continuum flux sources like 12.4 + 0.5 and 1.4.3 - 0.6 relies 
on the steep dependence of Lyman continuum photon emission on spectral type 
in early B stars; while a single ZAMS BO could account for the luminosity of 1.2.4 
+ 0.5. such a star would emit ",20 times loo much Lyman continuum. One BO 5 
star and two B1. stars would have the same luminosity and emit an order of 
magnitude fewer Lyman continuum photons. If we can establish that the obser-
vations of 12.4 + 0.5 (Figure 5) and 14.3 - 0.6 really show multiple sources 
powered by different stars. then we can demonstrate that the JSF hypothesis is 
reasonable although not necessarily the only correct explanation for the low 
number of Lyman continuum photons emitted in these regions. 
Could a single BO star ionize both 12.4 + 0.5 A and B and provide the lumi-
nosity for the far-IR source? If a BO star were halfway between 12.4 + 0.5 A and 
E. these two radio continuum sources would intercept a solid angle "'IT / 4 and 
absorb ,-.,1/16 of the Lyman continuum photons from the star. The observed 
fluxes from the sources are consistent with this model. The single dish radio 
ubservations and the source size and density derived from lhe submilli.meter 
observations. however. make the postulated single BO star implausible. The 10.7 
GHz observations give a flux of 1B ± 6 mJy. implying J'h .... 1 x 1046 Lyman contin-
uum photons are absorbed per second in the inner 70" of the source. fhe mean 
electron density ne for a diffuse HlI region fllling this volume V is lhen 
ne ~[~~ r cm-3 (2) 
where ex is the recombination coefficient. This average electron densily is ",60 
for 12.4 + 0.5. Al the same time. the submillimeler data give an average Hz den-
sity over the inner 26" of the source of B x 104 cm 3. In order for this dense 
neutral material to intercept less than an additional 1/16 of the ionizing radia-
tion. and therefore not to form radio bright rims that would be observable with 
the VLA. it would have to cover less than 1/16 of the solid angle. There are two 
problems with this possibility. First. if the dense material intercepted only 1/16 
of the UV. it would also intercept only 1/16 of the stellar luminosity. Second. 
the density in this material would have to be >5 x 106 • thus making it. impossible 
for the ne ",60 cm-3 HII region to confine it. Therefore. a single source of ioni-
zation cannot. supply the UV photons to both 12.4 + 0.5 A and B. Placing the 
star closer to one of the compact radio sources rnakes the problem worse since 
the star will then have to emit more Lyman continuum photons .. Similar argu-
ments apply to lhe two radio sources in 14.3 - 0.6. The presence of the multiple 
radio sources in t.hese regions therefore. serves as direct evidence for excita-
tion by stellar clusters rather than single stars. 
If the compact lIlI regions we have detected are spherically symmetric and 
completely surrounded by neutral material. their ages are ",2 x 103 yr. This age 
is short in comparison to the lifetime of the H20 masers in the same regions 
(J affe. Guesten and Downes. 1981) and to the time it takes early B stars to reach 
the ZAMS (Iben, 1985). Surprisingly short compact HII region lifetimes are a 
problem in many molecular cloud cores. One pict.ure consistent with the obser-
vations is that a cluster of stars with masses up to ",10 Mo powers each far-IR 
source. The most massive stars in each cluster are close enough to the ZAMS to 
provide t.he Lyman continuum photons to ionize the observed HII regiolls. The 
somewhat less massive stars, which evolve more slowly and therefore are not 
yet on the ZAMS, provide the remaining observed luminosity and the excitation 
for the observed H20 maser sites. 
Why didn't we detect radio continuum emission from the other sources we 
observed? One possibility is that the sources were too extended. Our flux sen-
sitivity decreases linearly with source size for sources larger than the beam 
size (0.55" by 0.85"). The two sources in 14.3 - 0.6 are just at the limit of detec-
tability determined by their size and flux. Slightly larger or slightly fainter 
radio counterparts to other far-IR sources would have been missed. It is 
interesting to note that the radio source 14.5 - 0.6, which has a 10.7 GHz flux of 
1200 mJy and a size of 3', has no compact sources detectable at 6 cm with the 
VLA in the A configuration. Another possibility is that the surface temperatures 
of the most massive stars in the excltmg clusters are not yet high enough to 
provide sufficient numbers of Lyman continuum photons. A third possibility is 
that the exciting stars of some of the compact far-IR sources could be pre-main 
sequence Brackett line excess stars. These objects, which have been observed 
as bright near-IR sources in a number of cloud cores, have excess Lyman con-
tinuum emission for their luminosities, as inferred from Brackett line and far-IR 
continuum observations (see Thompson 1982). None of these stars has a 
detectable radio continuum counterpart. albeit at a level somewhat higher than 
the limits in Table 5. 
D. CO Results 
a) General Remarks 
JSF found peaks in the brightness temperature distribution of the 
12C 160 J = 1-0 line toward only ",60% of the 42 far-IR sources they observed 
and toward 4 of the 8 sources in the current subsample. The 12CO peaks that 
did exist were not very prominent against the extended emission from giant 
molecular clouds. Often it was either impossible to find the half power points of 
the brightness temperature distribution or t.hese points were up to 5' from the 
fdf-IR sources. Typical peak 12CO brightness temperatures were only 15 K. 
Both this low value of TB and thc large source sizes imply that the surfaces they 
saw observing the 12CO J = 1-0 line are far from the far-IR sources and are not 
very strongly affected by the presence of the embedded stars. The observed 
characteristics, therefore, are manifestations of the high optical depth of the 
12CO line. Unlike many well-studied star formation regions, the sources we have 
examined are buried deep enough within the cloud that they are not. observable 
as strong 12 CO hotspot.s. 
The present results make it clear that the isotopic variant 13C160 J = 1-0 
transition also has a substantial optical depth toward many of the embedded 
far-IR sources. ClBO observations of cooler clouds with narrow molecular lines 
have established that these clouds without luminous embedded objects often 
have 13CO lines with 7" > 1 (cf. Myers, Linke, and Benson 1982). Figures 6a and 6b 
illustrate the existence of optically thick 13CO regions in the warmer sources in 
our subsample as well. Figure 6a shows spectra of the 20 km S-1 and 34 km S-1 
components of 12C 160, 13C 160 and 12C 1B O toward FIR 12.9 + 0.5. The two velocity 
components have almost equal strength in the 12CO and 13CO transitions, but 
the 34 km S-1 component is an order of magnitude stronger in the CIBO 
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transition. This change implies a large optical depth (~2) in the 34 km S-1 com-
ponent of the 13CO line. Figure 6b shows 13CO and elBa spectra toward a point 
'" l' north of W33A. The dip in the 13CO spectrum at the velocity of peak CIBO 
emission strongly indicates that the 13CO line is self-reversed. This type of 
spectrum can arise only when bot.h a temperat.ure gradient and a substantial 
line optical depth are present. 
The CIBO observations listed in Table 7 also show that the 13CO line may be 
locally optically thick. The 12CIBO optical depths range from 0.06 to 0.18, which 
would imply a range in 13Cl60 oplical depths from 0.75 to 2.25, assuming a solar 
ratio for 160 / IBO and assuming 12CO / 13CO = 40. These optical depths are 
probably lower limits, since they assume Tex = Tdust' where Tdust is the 60JLm to 
100fLm vBv color temperature listed in Table 3, and yet TB for 13CO J = 1-0 is 
much less than Tdust (i.e., the 13CO line comes from cooler gas distant from the 
heating sources). Even higher local optical depths could result if the gas is 
clumpy or the density peaks sharply toward the source center. Consequently. 
we have chosen to use CIBO as an optically thin probe of the molecular gas. 
The CIBO observations of the far-IR sources show that: 
(1) For the sources we studied. the mass of material within 30" of the source 
positions. based on an average of the Taurus and Ophiucus CIBO abun-
dances of Frerking, Langer, and Wilson (1982), is 700-9000 Mo (Table 7). 
These masses are consistently 3 to 4 times more than the masses derived 
. from the submillimeter observations (Table 4). This scaling difference is 
not significant. given the factor of two range in systematic errors involved 
in calibrating each type of mass estimate. 
(2) The ClBO sizes of the sources we mapped (12.4 t.o a.f). 12.9 t.() 0,.5. W33A and 
W33B) are larger t.han the 180fLm or 400fLm sizes. We discuss t.he reason 
for this below. 
(3) The densities derived from the CIBO observations range from 7 X 104 to 2.1 
X 105. The high values imply Tdust ..... Tgas in the cores of these sources 
(Goldsmith and Langer 1978). 
b) Comparison of CIBO and Submillimeter Source Sizes 
The main inconsistency bet.ween the measurements of the ClBO J - 1-0 line 
and the 400fLm dust continuum that cannot be explained as a scaling or cali-
bration error is the difference in the source sizes. For an isot.hermal source. 
CIBU integrated line strength and 400JLm flux should both be proport.ional to 
column density. In the sources where we have mapped both types of radiation 
(W33A and 12.4 + 0.5). however, the source sizes differ considerably (26" at. 
400fLm vs. 120" in CIBO for 12.4 + 0.5). The most likely reason for the size 
difference is the decrease in gas and dust temperature with distance from the 
cent.er of the source and the different dependence of column densit.y estimat.es 
on temperature. If thc J = 1-0 line of CIBO is optically thin. the integrated lines-
trength JTB dll is given by: 
fTB dll = C ; ~~; [1 - e -hvlOI Hex) [Tex - Tbg) (3) 
3 2 
where C = -;- Ala, !Jla is thc linc frequency, NH2 the column density of 
16rr 1110 
molecular hydrogen, Tex t.he line excitation lemperature and Tbg the tempera-
ture of t.he cosmIC background. Since Tex »Tbg and h 1110 « k Tex in the 
present case, we have 
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(4) 
We have assumed throughout. that the CO i~ thermally populated up to at least. 
some reasonable level (J ~7). Over the range of likely dust temperatures in the 
cores of the far-IR sources (20 K - 60 K), htl for sub-mm emission is of the same 
order as kT. We can approximate blackbody emission by 
BII (400l1m) ~5.2 x 10-- 15 T1.8 (5) 
This expression is accurate to better than 10% from 20 K to 50 K. For optically 
thin submillimeter emission, the flux density Sv( 400l1m) is related to the solid 
angle n, which is given by the equation 
o = ~~~!.-OBoam_ 
Osaurce + 0 Beam 
(6) 
and the ratio of hydrogen column density to 400l1m optical depth ex (Hildebrand 
1983) by 
(7) 
If the excitation temperature and the dust temperature (which are most likely 
equal) flre constant across a source, the source size will be the same whether 
one observes sub-mm continuum flux from dust or C180 integrated line 
strength. One would expect, however, that the temperature decreases away 
from t.he center of the source. For sources where dust grains dominate the 
energy transport but the outer part. of the cloud is optically thin to re-emitted 
radiation, the temperature will depend only on the distance to the source 
center, r, 
(8) 
where (3 is the power of the dust emissivity dependence or wavelength «(3 = 0 for 
a blackbody). Although a Gaussian source model is not realistic for large 
changes in temperature, we can demonstrate the effect on source size meas-
urements of relatively small changes in source temperature by modeling both 
the variation of temperature and density with radius as Gaussian distributions. 
If the density and temperature distributions have a full width to half power of 
0 n and 0 r respectively, the ratio of the CO and sub-mm apparent source sizes is 
given by: 
(9) 
If 0 r = 1.3 0 n, then the temperature at the half power point of the density dis-
tribution is still 2/3 of the peak temperature. The ratio of the measured sizes 
is 0co I 0 SMM = 2.3. More generally, equations (4) and (5) show that any time the 
density dropoff is not significantly more rapid than the drop off in temperature, 
the rfltio of sizes measured hy observing e180 int~grated linestrength and by 
measuring sub-mmflux and assuming a constant temperature wi.ll be consider-
ably larger than 1. 
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A second possible explanation for the difference in the measured sizes is 
that there is an extended cooler cloud surrounding the warm compact conden-
sation around the source. In addition to the greater prominence of the cool 
cloud in CIBO, the small chopper throw used in the sub-mm observations would 
make these observations less sensitive Lo extended emission. In order Lo test 
this possibility, we took ClBO spectra toward the positions of the reference 
beams for the sub-mm observations, 5' east and west of FIR 12.4 + 0.5. The ClBO 
integrated line strength is <6% (3a) of the peak value. It is -therefore unlikely 
that extended molecular emission distorts the CillO size meflsuremenL This 
observation also adds to the evidence that the condensations around the 
embedded stars powered by the far-IR emission are dense cores and not slight 
density enhancements in a large ambient cloud. 
V. Summary lie Conclusions 
The observations of our sample of compact far-IR sources show: 
1) Most sources show no significant increase in source size with wavelength 
from 60J.Lm to 180J.Lm. 
2) The far-IR spectra are broader than single-temperature blackbodies and 
vary greatly in shape in spite of the similar 60J.Lm-l00J-lffi color tempera-
tures of the sources. 
3) The large, low surface brightness HII region 14.5-0.7 has associated low 
surface brightness far-IR emission over a region larger than the radio 
source. The bolometric flux of this diffuse far-IR emission, scaled t.o the 
source distance, equals the luminosity inferred from the radio continuum. 
4) The masses denved from the 400J.Lm emission observed from five of the 
sources range from 300 to 2·100 Mo. 
5) Only 2 of the B sources have near-IR counterparts with 10J.Lm flux densi-
ties ?7 Jy. Two additional sources have fluxes below this limit. 
6) Two of the 5 sources observed at 5 GHz with the VLA have associated 
multiple weak, compact Hll regions. The remaining sources were not 
detected. 
7) Bolh l2CO and 13CO J = 1-0 lransitions loward lhe far-IR sources are opt-
ically thick. 
B) CIBO J = 1-0 observations imply masses 3-4 times larger than the submil-
limeter mass estimates. The size scale of elBa regions is considerably 
larger than the sizes measured at 1 BOJ.Lm or 400J.Lm. 
The near-IR, far-IR and submillimeter continuum result.s show that the 
heating sources coincide wit.h st.rong density peaks in the objects in our sample. 
The stars responsible for the luminosity lie deep within the cores. As a result, 
the sources are much weaker near-IR emitters than many well st.udied star for-
mation regions. The similar source sizes al 60J.Lm-400J.Lm requlre eit.her a 
geometry in which the dust temperature drops only slowly with radius, one 
where opt.ically thick clumps allow a range of temperatures at each radius, or a 
relatively empt.y cavity surrounded by a shell with a steep temperature gra-
dient.. 
The radio continuum results indicate that clusters of ZAMS and pre-main 
sequence B stars can account for both the radio emission and the far-IR lumi-
nosity. In some cases where no radio continJum emission is observed, all of the 
exciting stars could be pre main sequence stars - either stars which are not 
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emitting ionizing radiation QI stars with dense ionized envelopes that emit large 
amounts of radiation in hydrogen recombination lines like Br-y. In the two 
sources where we detected 5 GHz emission. the observations strongly suggest 
the presence of more than one ionizing star. As in the JSF results. W33A 
remains outstanding as a source with too littlc radio continuum emission for its 
luminosity. Tt remains one of the best examples of a high luminosity far-lR 
source powered by a pre-main sequence star or star cluster. 
Like the sub-mm results. the CIBO observations imply densities in the cores 
of the sources high enough to make Tdust .-..Tgas• (0.7 - 2.1 x 105 cm-3 • see Table 
7). A gradient in temperature can explain the differences between the sizes 
measured in the sub-mm and in CIBO. It is hard to reconcile the 60J-Lm-400J-Lm 
size information with the CIBO and 400J-Lm size relation. however. unless there is 
material at T < 25 K outside the warm shell seen in the far-IR. 
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Appendix: Derivation of Far-IR Flux Density 
For each filter/aperture combination used on a given night, we made 
observations both of t.he program object and of a calibration object. (M82 in 
1981 and Callist.o or Mars in 1982). A spectrum ICAL (v) had been calculated pre-
viously for M82 using the procedure outlined here to compare t.he calibrator 
repeatedly to planets with known brighlness temperatures (Harper, private 
comm.). For Mars we used the brightness temperature model of Wright and 
Odenwald (1981) to calculate the fluxes. For Callisto, we assumed a brightness 
temperature of 140 K (Loewenstein et al. 1982). The measured signal for the 
calibration object through the ith filter/aperture combination Pi (CAL) is 
P j (CAL) = R J lCAL (v) Fi (v)A (v, W) dv (1) 
o 
where R is an instrumental gain factor, Fi (v), the filter/aperture response 
function, including diffraction effects, and A (v,w), the atmosphere transmission 
at a given line-of-sight water vapor level w. The expression for the signal meas-
ured from the program object is identical to equation (2) except that we break 
IOBJ (v) into two components, an intensity scale factor Ci and a spectral shape 
00 
JOBJ (v), such that J JOBJ (v) dv == 1. Thus, 
o 
(2) 
In the nth iteration, we then find 
J IcAL(v) Fi (lI) A(v,W) dv 
Pi (OEJ) 0 PJCAL f :;------------
J JOBJ(n-l) (v) Fj (v) A (v,W) d v 
(3) 
o 
where JOBJ(n-I) (v) is the spectral shape derived from the previous iteration. In 
the initial iteration we choose 
JOBJ (v) = (4) 
with T = 50 K. In subsequent iterations we construct a spectrum from a spline 
fit to the results of the previous iteration. Usually three or four iterations are 
sufficient for all of the Cj's to converge to a constant value: (that is, lhe spectral 
shape does nol change wilh further iteration). We then define the frequency 
equivalent effective wavelength of each filter as 
J V [IoBJ (v) Fj (v) A(v,w)] d 11 
~ -I - C-I Ai(s!!) -
o 
--------------- (5) 
J IOBJ (v) Fj (v) A (v,w) d v 
o 
and the observed flux density as IOBJ (Veff)' 
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Source 60~m Position R.A.(1950) Decl. (1950) 
(± 10") (±JO") 
(1) (2) (3) 
12.4+0.5 18 h 07"' 55~6 -170 56' 33" 
12.9+0.5 18 08 56.6 -17 32 22 
12.8+0.3 18 09 17.4 -17 42 49 
12.7-0.2 18 10 59.5 -1802 31 
(W33B) 
12.9-0.3 18 11 44.2 -17 52 56 
(W33A) 
12.4- 1.1 18 13 54.7 -1842 33 
14.3-0.6 18 16 00.3 -164908 
14.4-0.7 18 16 22.6 -1645 20d 
" Jaffe. Guesten, and Downes (1981). 
TABLE 1 
FAR-IR POSITIONS AND SIZES 
H20 Maser Position Q 
R.A. (I 950) Decl.( 1950) 
(4) (5) 
I 8h 07"' 56~4 -17 0 56' 37" 
18 08 56.3 -17 32 16 
18 09 15.6 -17 43 35 
18 10 59.24 -1802 40.9" 
18 11 44.0 -17 5309 
18 13 56.1 -18 42 57 























b All sizes are deconvolved assuming Gaussian beam shapes 03" at 60lJ,m and 31" at 1001J,m, 
1801J,m) and Gaussian source intensity distributions. 
51" at 
" Lada et al. (J 981) 
d Position derived from a single observation with the 7-channel array and a 49" beam at 621J,m. 
• Size derived from a single observation with the 7-channel array and a 49" beam. 
f Mean wavelength is 1161J,m for this point. 
It Mean wavelength is 160~m for this point. 
TABLE 2 
FAR-IR FILTERS AND APERTURES 
Filter Beam Effective Wavelength hcUI-on Size 12.4 + 0.5 Spectrum 
(a r(.'Secl (IJ,m) (IJ,m) 
Yerkes G2 - 7 Channel Array 
I 33 38 31 
I 49 38 31 
2 33 59 48 
2 49 59 48 
4 49 111 78 
6 49 102 82 
Yerkes H I Single Channel He) System 
1 31 104 91 
3 51 136 125 
5 51 162 183 
7 51 174 156 














• The cut-on and cut-off wavelengths are the 50% transmission points of the filters, not allowing for 



























FAR-IR DERIVED PARAMETERS 
100J,tm Luminosity Total Far-IR T 6Oj.m - IOO~m TI~m 
Source Distance Size in Luminosity (II B., 01" beam) 49" beam OD-IOOOJ,tm) 49" beam) 
(kpc) (lOl7 cm ) (104 Le) (10· LO> (OK) 
(J) (2) (J) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
12.4+0.5 2.3 8 2.0 2.3 39 0.08 
12.9+0.5 3.6 10 3.9 4.4 36 0.21 
12.8+0.3 2.3 14 0.8 I.J 42 0.02 
12.7-0.2 4.9 30 5.2 6.7 36 0.05 
(W3JB) 
12.9-0.3 3.7 11 8.0 8.9 38 0.15 
(W33A) 
12.4-1.1 4.1 16 4.6 5.9 42 0.03 
14.3-0.6 2.3 <5 1.4 1.5 32 0.08 
14.4-0.7 2.3 25 0.4 1.4 37 0.01" 




Source 400J,tm Flux 400J,tm Peak Peak Peak M 
Density Size T400 Ay nH 2 
Oy) (arcsecl (lOS cm-J) (Mol 
(J) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
12.4+0.5 220 24 0.04 230 3 400 
12.9+0.5 240 IS-b O.OS 500 5 1300 
12.S+0.3 190 36-< 0.01 75 0.6 .300 
12.7-0.2 240 37-< 0.02 120 0.4 2400 
(W3JB) 
12.9-0.3 460 42 0.03 160 0.7 2400 
(W33A) 
12.4-1.1 120 32< 0.01 60 0.2 600 
• 3cr upper limit. 
b We assume source size - 1ooJ,tm size. 




2.8 em Single Dish Position 2.8 em 2.8 cm VLA Field Center Source Size Flux R.A. (\ 950) Decl.( 1950) Density R.A.1l950) DecU 1950) 
(arcmin) (mJy) 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
12.4+0.5 ISh 07m 54~5 -170 56' 50" ± 30" < 1.0 IS±6 ISh 07m 55~ -17 0 56' 32" 
12.9+0.5 <27 18 08 57,0 -17 32 20 
12.8 +0.3 18 09 16.3 -17 43 44 ± 30 2.5 136 18 09 16.0 -17 43 30 
14.3-0.6 <40 IS 16 00.0 -16 49 00 
14.4-0.7 18 16 16.9 -16 43 20 ± 20 3.2 1200 IS 16 24,0 -16 45 15 
Other Sources 
13.7-0.6 <35 18 14 30.0 -17 23 20 
14.1-0.6 IS 15 15.5 -16 58 20 ±40 < 1.0 18±9 18 15 14.0 -16 58 28 
14.6-0.6 <27 18 16 22.0 -16 31 24 
• The upper limits for point sources at field center are twice the peak to peak noise. 
The upper limit for a source of size O. D arcsec from the field center V is: 
V = V (0/0 ) e+1n2 . (0/50)2 o beam 
b See VLA results in Table 6. 
TABLE'6 
VLA RESULTS: 6 CM CONTINUUM DETECTIONS 
Number Of 
Source R.A.(J950l DecU 1950) Diameter Flux Lyman n, 
Density Continuum 
Photons 













(arc sed (mJy) (J 045 s-l) (I03 cm-3) 
(J) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
12.4+0.5 A ISh 07m 55~37 -170 56' 34.0" ± OS' <0.8 1.2 ± 0.2 0.6 >12 
12.4+0.58 18 07 55.69 -17 56 31.0 ± 0.5 l.l 6.6 ± 0.7 3.3 18 
14.3-Q.6 A 18 15 59.5 -16 48 59 ±I 3 4.0 ± 1.0 2.0 3 
14.3-0.68 18 16 00.4 -16 49 06 ±I 2 1.0 ± 0.3 0.5 3 
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TABLE 7 
12(: ISO RESULTS 
T elBo M 
Source T~ V LSR AV fT~dV NelBo nll2 • Central 
Tex - T DUST Beam (OK) (km s-I) (kms- I ) (OKkms- l) (JOI6 Cm -2) (t05 cm -3) (Mo) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
12.4+0.5 2.1 18.5 2.2 6.4 0.09 2.3 1.6 1200 
12.9+0.5 3.1 33.2 3.5 11.7 0.15 4.0 > 1.8 5000 
12.8+0.3 1.7 18.6 1.9 4.0 0.06 1.4 0.7 710 
12.7-0.2 3.1 54.7 6.4 16.9 0.10 3.9 0.9 9000 
(W33B) 
12.9-0.3 4.2 35.8 5.3 20.8 0.18 7.1 1.7 9300 
(W33A) 
14.3-0.6 3.0 22.1 3.2 10.3 0.15 2.9 2.1 1500 
a We assume that the source size is equal 10 the 180llm continuum size. We also assume 
Nil - 6 x 106 N IB , the mean of the Taurus and Ophiucus values obtained by Frerking, Langer, and 
2 C 0 
Wilson (t 982). This is within 5% of the abundance one obtains by assuming solar abundance for carbon 
and a terrestrial 100 / ISO value and thaI 10% of all carbon is in CO. 
TABLE 8 
NEAR IR RESULTS AND UPPER LIMITS 
Source Position Box Size of Broad 
Source Position or Location Error of Undetected Band IOlLm 
of Search Box Center Detected Sources Flux 
R.A. (I 950) Decl. (1950) Sources (arcmin Density 
(arcsecl square) (Jy) 
(J) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
12.4+0.5 18h 07m 55~ -170 56' 32" 3 4 
12.9+0.5 18 08 58.4 -17 32 26 2.0 <8t 
12.8+0.3 18 09 17.4 -17 42 36 2.5 <9 
12.7 - 0.2 18 10 59.2 -18 02 40 2 
12.9-0.3 18 II 43.7 -17 53 02 5 IS 
12.4-1.1 18 13 56.0 -18 42 40 2.0 <4 
14.3 -0.6 18 15 59.2 -16 48 48 2.0 <9 
14.4-0.7 18 16 24.2 -16 45 17 5 9 
t Upper limits for undetected sources are 1.5 times the peak to peak noise in the maps. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure .t. Far-IR spectra of the 8 sources in our sample. These. spectra 
were laken with 49"-50" beams toward the 60.um peaks of the sources. The 
absolute errors in the fluxes are dominated by the calibration (±25%). The 
solid lines serve only to connect the data points . 
.Figure 2: lOO.um map of Far-IR 12.8 + 0.3. The beamsize was 31.". The light 
crosses represent individual data points. The heavy barred cross gives the 
position and positional uncertainty of the H20 maser (Jaffe, Guesten, and 
Downes 1981). The contour levels are relative to the peak flux density (600 
.Ty/beam, peak surface brightness = 2.3 x 10-16 W m-2 Hz-l sr- 1 
figure 3: 120.um 49" resolution map of Far-IR 14.4 - 0.7 (light lines) super-
posed on a 10.7 GHz continuum map (Stier et al. 1982, dashed lines). The 
heavy lines show the outline of the region mapped at 120.um. The cross 
gives the position of the far- IR peak. The barred cross gives the position 
and position error of the 10.um source. The peak flux density at 120.um is 
570 Jy/beam (peak surface brightness = 1.9 x 10-17 W m-2 HZ-I sr-I. One 
contour unit in the radio map corresponds 4.5 mJy per 70" beam or 
3.5 x 10-22 W m-2 Hz-l sr- I • 
Figure 4: Cross scans of Mars and 3 Far-IR sources at 60.um, 100.um and 
180.um (crosses) superposed on idealized beam patterns. (Gaussians with 
full widths to half maximum equal to the deconvolved values listed in Table 
2). Mars had a diameler uf 12" al the time of the observations. 
Figur.§. 5: 5 GHz VLA radio continuum map of G12A + 0.5. The contours are 
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 of the peak flux density (1.5 
mJy/beam). 
Figure 6: (a) CO spectra toward Far-IR 12.9 + 0.5. The small bars give the 
vertical scale for the different isotopic species. 
(b) 13C160 (top) and 12C18 0 (bottom) spectra toward a point. 7" west and 54" 
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